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Introduction

THESIS QUESTION
As people move out of cities since the pandemic and
new options to work remotely, how can planning
framework and community engagement come
together to coordinate urban-rural development in
different scales to prevent the previous negative
impacts from migrations, and to utilize the rural
community design with minimum efforts to stimulate
greater scale development?

Urhan-Rural Heterotopia
The collage indicated the imgagination of the future Urban-Rural
dynamic.
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ABSTRACT
Written during the pandemic of 2020/2021 ,as people
moved out of cities with new options to work
remotely, we have witnessed a new trend of urbanrural migration.
This study looks in detail at rural /suburban
communities in southern New Jersey and asks how a
planning framework and community engagement
strategy can come together to coordinate urban-rural
development at different scales.
This thesis project applies two types of design
strategies - “top down” as planning guidelines
communication methods to bring residents in the
conversation of town development, and in the long
term stimulate the regional development to solve the
problems caused by previous migrations.and “bottom
up” as community-oriented design. Starting with
analysis of the built environment, social relationships
and nature resources in rural New Jersey, the project
tries to identify the potential rural towns and to
structure the strategies in 3 scales - regional scale,
town scale and district scale. It comes up with main
principles - “connection”, “concentration” and
“preservation” to guide the regional development as
“Urban/Rural Heterotopia”.
12
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Introduction
When we talk about the year 2020, we will always

virtually guide secondary development? How could

communities lacked resilience to fit into a broader

public participation, cultural diversity and social

mention “pandemic”, “social distancing” or “remote

the participatory process of rural town design

background in the long term, while the regional

justice.

working”. We took these changes for granted as

constantly respond to public needs while pushing

planning restricted the subjective and initiative of the

temporary strategies for this special situation.

forward regional development?

public. The dynamic of urban and rural, the

Taking New Jersey as a test ground, this project aims

combination of top down and bottom up, have been

to build up two sets of development strategies - “top

However, if we zoom out to a longer scale of time
period, globalization has already rebuilt the economic

This project starts with the research about historical

constantly playing important roles in contemporary

down” as regional planning principles and “bottom up”

network and influenced the way people work and live.

and contemporary urban/rural development in the

regional development.

rural community design. Referring to the New

U.S. Five main migrations came up with innovation of

urbanism and rural transects, the project is conducted

Today the United States is facing a trend of people

new technologies or social revolutions, leaving

Today, it seems that remote technologies and

in three scales- the district scale, the town scale and

moving out of cities and having new options to work

negative impacts such as rural hollowing,

relocation opportunities are going to provide more

the regional scale. Starting with analysis of the built

remotely. How does this new urban-rural migration

gentrification, habitat fragmentation and so on. In

democracy, more intelligent control and more

environment, social relationships and nature

influence the built environment and social

order to solve these problems, the governments

connection among cities and rural areas. The “6th

resources in rural New Jersey, the project tries to

relationships? What are the future communities going

established policies and regional planning strategies

migration” is on the way. Under the background of

identify the potential rural towns and to figure out

to be without physical commuting distance limiting

as guidelines to control the over sprawl. At the same

globalization and COVID 19 pandemic, the project

main principles - “connection”, “concentration” and

where you work or live? How could we utilize this

time social practitioners put their efforts in rural areas,

indicates a long term framework for spontaneous

“preservation”. Under the guideline of main principles,

trend to revive rural communities as catalysts and

trying to build up utopian communities to achieve self

relocation from big cities to rural areas, preserving the

the project also focuses on community choices to

activators, to construct new networks of resources

sufficiency and democracy. Two forces came

rural cultural, social and ecological features while

guide and coordinate the regional network, and in the

and social relationships, to stimulate the larger scale

together-top down and bottom up-as an iterative

attracting opportunities and new construction,

long term encourages the resource and technology

development and to solve the previous problems?

progress responding to urban-rural migrations. There

rebuilding the urban-rural dynamic relationship, and

exchanges to solve the urban/suburban problems

How could the regional framework physically and

were still some limitations - small groups of Utopia

establishing an iterative process for sustainability,

caused by previous migrations.
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Based on four different Rural Catalysts by different

previous and upcoming problems. How should

land use patterns and programs, the project applies

landscape designers investigate, communicate,

communication methods to bring residents in the

participate and coordinate throughout the design

conversation of town development. The process of

process?

engagement not only helps communities understand
a broader background of regional development
through games, but also conveys the local needs
through the planning framework.
Finally, this project is questioning the roles landscape
designers play in the process of regional
development. We are constantly facing the
unexpectable conditions through the long term
framework, and always looking for the boundary
between master planning by designers and
incorporating public participation in the process.. The
6th migration-the trend in de-urbanization with remote
technology-is a typical situation for us to think about
how landscape architecture builds up iterative and
resilient frameworks in various scales to solve
16
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A bucolic Knowlton Township farm
Photo by John Reed/Unsplash. A typical small rural town in New Jersey.

Aerial view of the city of Newark, New Jersey
Photo by EQRoy from Shutterstock The comparison of mretopolitan areas and suburban conditions.

Rural

Urban Sprawl

/ˈro͝orəl/

/ˈərbən sprôl/ noun

adjective

1. In general, a rural area or countryside is a

2. In this project, “Rural” has a lower density of

1. The suburban sprawl in the United States started

2. This project looks into the negative impacts of

geographic area that is located outside towns and

settlement and landuse pattern, is at the upper

from 1950s. People in metropolitan areas moved into

historical sprawl, and searching for solutions through

cities. Typical rural areas have a low population

stream of resource chain. “Rural” is self-sufficient as

suburban areas as single family houses. Its

the “6th” migration. The project will study the

density and small settlements. Agricultural areas are

agricultural fields but has less public spaces and

disadvantages and costs include increased travel

influence on a gradient from suburban, exurban,

commonly rural, as are other types of areas such as

transportation.

time, transport costs, pollution, and destruction of

towns to rural communities, linking them as a whole

countryside.

system.

forests.

20
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Shoppers on Sixth Avenue, New York City, 1903
A typical busy street scene on Sixth Avenue in New York City shows how pedestrians ruled the roadways before automobiles arrived, circa
1903. Via Shorpy.

Heterotopia
Jacek Yerka: The city is landing, 1952.

Migration

Heterotopia

/mīˈɡrāSH(ə)n/

/ˈərbən sprôl/ noun

noun

1. Movement of people to a new area or country in

4. This project searches for opportunities in the 6th

1. ‘The Other Place’

2. This project uses the “heterotopia” concept to

order to find work or better living conditions.

migration-relocaition under the pandemic, and tries to

A philosophical concept elaborated by Foucault to

indicate the diversity of different rural communities,

avoid and fix the negative impacts from historical

describe certain cultural, institutional and discursive

and to claim the new type of development strategy

migration.

spaces that are somehow ‘other’: disturbing, intense,

combining master planning guidelines and

incompatible, contradictory or transforming.

community-oriented design.

2. Movement from one part of something to another.
3.This project aims to understand the urban-rural

Heterotopias are worlds within worlds, mirroring and

population by studying the changes of population,

yet upsetting what is outside.

landuse patterns, social networks and eco
environment.
22
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Catalyst
/ˈkad(ə)ləst/

Democracy
noun

/dəˈmäkrəsē/

noun

3. In this project, “catalyst” is the district design

3. This project concerns how landscape design

1. A substance that increases the rate of a chemical

served for a certain or mixed land use, providing

1. A system of government by the whole population or

influences the grassroots democracy in the process

reaction without itself undergoing any permanent

various programs and promoting the town

all the eligible members of a state, typically through

of rural development.

chemical change.

development.

elected representatives.
2. Grassroots democracy: a tendency towards

4. The project took a “bottom up” strategy to empower

2. A person or thing that precipitates an event,

4. This project utilizes “rural catalyst” to indicate a

designing political processes that shift as much

the community in the process of rural planning

stimulating a series of actions.

“bottom up” design strategy - start with small efforts of

decision-making authority as practical to the

decision making.

rural district design to stimulate greater effects on a

organization’s lowest geographic or social level of

regional scale.

organization.

24
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Chapter 1
Urban-Rural
Dynamic

Urban/Suburban Transects
A comparison of Transect zones in four cities:
New Orleans, DC, San Francisco, and Miami.
By The Center for Applied Transect Studies.

Urban-Rural Dynamic
For centuries, “Rural” & “Countryside” have always
been considered as “under-development” compared
with “City” as “settled life”. After rapid urbanization
and decline of heavy industries, we saw the rise and
fall of big cities and several migrations between urban
and rural areas. Previous practices of decentralization
showed the potential of relocation, but they failed in
the wrong inhabitat scale, economic decline, resource
shortages, culture conflicts and other issues.
26
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HISTORICAL MIGRATIONS
+ Urban Rural Migration happens with technology innovation or social revolution
+ Urban Rural Migration relies on certain media (transportation...)
+ Nowadays trend: small, enclosed, inclusive & self-sufficient communities

28
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Emptying Out of the Villages
Upper:
Historical Illustration of Relocation
under the first Industrialization
Lower:
Silent Rural Community Street,
Photo by Stephen Shore

The Emptying Out of Rural Areas
Since the Great Recession, most of the nation’s rural

in mostly localized regions. Pre-industrial societies

counties have struggled to recover lost jobs and

did not experience large rural-urban migration flows

retain their people. The story is markedly different in

primarily due to the inability of cities to support large

the nation’s largest urban communities.

populations. Lack of large employment industries,
high urban mortality, and low food supplies all served

Rural flight (or rural exodus) is the migratory pattern

as checks keeping pre-industrial cities much smaller

of peoples from rural areas into urban areas. It is

than their modern counterparts.

urbanization seen from the rural perspective.
Post-World War II rural flight has been caused
In modern times, it often occurs in a region following

primarily by the spread of industrialized agriculture.

the industrialization of agriculture—when fewer

Small, labor-intensive family farms have grown into,

people are needed to bring the same amount of

or have been replaced by, heavily mechanized and

agricultural output to market—and related agricultural

specialized industrial farms. While a small family farm

services and industries are consolidated. Rural flight

typically produced a wide range of crop, garden, and

is exacerbated when the population decline leads to

animal products—all requiring substantial labor—

the loss of rural services (such as business

large industrial farms typically specialize in just a few

enterprises and schools), which leads to greater loss

crop or livestock varieties, using large machinery and

of population as people leave to seek those features.

high-density livestock containment systems that
require a fraction of the labor per unit produced.

Prior to the Industrial Revolution, rural flight occurred
30
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The Impacts of Suburban Sprawl
As the popularity of single-family houses rose during

agricultural production off from fertile lands forever.

the 20th century, and as mass ownership of cars

Natural habitats like forests get fragmented, which

allowed people to get to homes located far outside of

has negative consequences for wildlife populations

city centers, new streets spread outwards to serve

including loss of habitat and increased road mortality.

large housing subdivisions. Subdivisions built in the

Some animal species benefit from the fragmented

1940s and 1950s consisted of relatively small homes

landscapes: raccoons, skunks, and other small

built on small lots. Over the next few decades, the

scavengers and predators thrive, driving down local

average house size increased, and so did the lot they

bird populations. Deer become more abundant,

were built on. Single-family homes in the United

facilitating the spread of deer tick and along with

States are now on average twice the size of those

them, Lyme disease. Exotic plants are used in

inhabited in 1950. One or two-acre lots are now

landscaping, but then become invasive. Extensive

common and many subdivisions now offer homes

lawns require pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers

each built on 5 or 10 acres — some housing

that contribute to nutrient pollution in nearby streams.

developments in the western US even boast lots 25
acres in size. This trend leads to a hungry demand for
land, accelerating road construction, and further
spilling into fields, grasslands, forests, and other wild
lands.
In the context of land use, suburban sprawl takes
32
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The Impacts of Suburban Sprawl
Many municipal authorities are finding out that low
density, large-lot suburban areas are a bum deal for
them economically. The tax revenue from a relatively
small number of residents may not be enough to
support the construction and maintenance of the
miles and miles of roads, sidewalks, sewer lines, and
water pipes needed to service the scattered homes.
Residents living in the denser, older neighborhoods
elsewhere in town often need to essentially subsidize
the infrastructure on the outskirts.
Negative health outcomes have also been attributed
to living in suburban sprawl. Residents of outlying
suburban areas are more likely to feel isolated from
their community and be overweight, in part because
of their reliance on cars for transportation. For the
same reasons, fatal car accidents are most common
for those who have longer commutes by car.

United States is nothing new, but its cause has been
less clear. A new study by Washington University in
St. Louis political scientists finds that it isn’t personal
profiles, but rather proximity to bigger cities that
drives the political divide.
The physical urban-rural gap was smaller among
racial and ethnic groups and those who have higher
education and higher income. Among college degree
holders, Republicans lived 17 miles from the city
while Democrats lived 10 miles from the city. Hispanic
Republicans lived nine miles from the city while
Hispanic Democrats lived seven miles from the city.
Although the gap was smaller among these
subgroups, it was still significant enough to be
decisive in a closely contested race.

Social Impacts of Suburban Sprawl
Upper:
Voting map of 2020 Election shows a distinct relationship
between distance to big cities and the result of voting.
Lower:
People in Steel Town losting jobs as suburban grows

The divide between urban and rural voters in the
34
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The 6th Migration
Since 2020, 84% of U.S. companies anticipate broader and permanent WFH adoption beyond pandemic. The

This project regards “the 6th Migration“ as an opportunity to re-imagine small towns as a result of changing

population decline in big cities led to multiple social problems especially after suburban sprawl impacts. It also

expectations for labor that have arisen because of the pandemic.

provides a chance to bring people back to the countryside and a brighter future for both urban and rural. How

Today, as globalization and the IT revolution significantly influences the economic, social and cultural aspects

to reduce the negative impacts and propose a new framework to fit this situation have become more and more

of the world, the patterns of city and rural areas have also changed. Especially under the current COVID 19

important.

pandemic situation, we have witnessed a new trend of urban-rural migration.

of U.S. companies
anticipate broader and more
permanent WFH adoption
beyond the pandemic

of population in New York City
and San Francisco have moved out
since April, 2020.

... ...

New Jersey Population Map
INTRODUCTION
36
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Migration Trend in New Jersey

38
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The Meaning of the 6th Migraitton

“Migraiton“

What is the 6th Migration? What does it mean to

+ Migration - New possibility for resource exchange

present situation and rural communities in New

and social relationships

Jersey?

+ Periodical commute - dynamic population - choose
where to live
+ Increasing demand of efficient transportation
+ Potential development along the transportation and
around transit hub
+ Benefits for regional trades and technologies &
culture communication

40
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Working From Home, Unknown

Suburban Sprawl in New Jersey, Unknown.

“Remote Working“

“New Development“

+ Remote working - new social relationships without

+ New Development - Concentrate rather than Sprawl

working location limitation

+ Preserve forests and green belts at the outer range

+ Need for outdoor social spaces in communities for

of rural towns

whom working from home

+ Single family house - vacancy, safety issues,

+ New types of rural economy - combination of

carbon footprint

traditional agriculture and other industries - rising

+ The way new residents fit the existing community

development of retails

+ Rural Towns fix urban problems - food chain

+ Need for sharing spaces and facilities for work

support, nursery...

production and collaboration
42
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Chapter 2
Practices in
Urban-Rural
Development

Space Colonies, Don Davis
Donald Davis was commissioned to do paintings for NASA
in the 1970s and is now offering them to the public
domain. The “toroidal shaped space colony” above is an
incredible piece of paleo-futuristic art from 1975.

44
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UTOPIA PRACTICES
Garden Cities
DATE: 1898 (imagined), 1904 (first built)
LOCATION: Hertfordshire, England, United Kingdom
SIZE: 33,600
KEY PEOPLE: Ebenezer Howard
CORE IDEOLOGY: Garden Cities is a method of urban planning in
which self-contained communities are surrounded by “greenbelts”,
containing proportionate areas of residences, industry, and
agriculture.

Garden Cities
Howard’s solution to the related problems of rural
depopulation and the runaway growth of great towns
and cities was the creation of a series of small,
planned cities that would combine the amenities of
urban life with the ready access to nature typical of

would be encouraged to rent and to use space in the
town. Only a fraction of the tract’s land would be built
upon by the town’s 30,000 inhabitants; the rest would
be used for agricultural and recreational purposes.

rural environments.

While many believe the diagrams and designs in

The main features of Howard’s scheme were:

plan for the perfect garden city, Howard notes these

(1) the purchase of a large area of agricultural land
within a ring fence; (2) the planning of a compact
town surrounded by a wide rural belt; (3) the
accommodation of residents, industry, and agriculture
within the town; (4) the limitation of the extent of the
town and prevention of encroachment upon the rural
belt; and (5) the natural rise in land values to be used

Howard’s Garden Cities of Tomorrow to be a physical
to be merely suggestive as each city should be
planned to be organised as per the needs of the
people and their environment. Howard never intended
for garden cities to be circular like his diagrams.
He quotes a number of respected thinkers and their
disdain of cities. Howard’s garden city concept

for the town’s own general welfare.

combined the town and country in order to provide

Howard’s ideal garden city would be located on a

or in ‘crowded, unhealthy cities’

the working class an alternative to working on farms

6,000-acre tract of land currently used for agriculture
purposes only. It would be privately owned by a small
group of individuals; this company, in retaining
ownership, would retain control of land use. Revenue,
to pay off the mortgage and to fund city services,
would be raised solely by rents. Private industry
46
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New Harmony
DATE: 1814
LOCATION: Posey County, Indiana
SIZE: 789 population, 0.82 sq mi (2.13 km2)
KEY PEOPLE: Harmonists
CORE IDEOLOGY: From the early 19th century until today, New
Harmony has attracted people who go against society’s grain. First,
religious separatists who dedicated their lives to God and
preparations for the second coming of Christ, then secular
reformers who believed a society based on equality and intellectual
pursuits would lead to a better world for everyone.

New Harmony, Indiana
New Harmony is a historic town on the Wabash River
in Harmony Township, Posey County, Indiana. It lies
15 miles (24 km) north of Mount Vernon, the county
seat, and is part of the Evansville metropolitan area.

Harmony has attracted people who go against
society’s grain. First, religious separatists who
dedicated their lives to God and preparations for the

The town’s population was 789 at the 2010 census.

second coming of Christ, then secular reformers who

Established by the Harmony Society in 1814 under

pursuits would lead to a better world for everyone.

the leadership of George Rapp, the town was
originally known as Harmony (also called Harmonie,
or New Harmony). In its early years the 20,000-acre
(8,100 ha) settlement was the home of Lutherans
who had separated from the official church in the
Duchy of Württemberg and immigrated to the United
States. The Harmonists built a new town in the
wilderness, but in 1824 they decided to sell their
property and return to Pennsylvania. Robert Owen, a
Welsh industrialist and social reformer, purchased the
town in 1825 with the intention of creating a new
utopian community and renamed it New Harmony.
While the Owenite social experiment failed two years
after it began, the community subsequently made
some important contributions to American society.
parchicium id mod.

48

From the early 19th century until today, New

believed a society based on equality and intellectual
While these experimental communities failed, some
of their utopian philosophies are still very much alive
among New Harmony’s present-day artistic patrons.
In 1825, Rapp sold the entire town of New Harmony
to Robert Owen, a Scottish utopian socialist and
industrialist, and William Maclure, a geologist and
philanthropist. Along the banks of the Wabash River,
they decided to enact a grand social experiment.
Owen had been campaigning around the United
Kingdom for social reforms that included better
conditions for workers, limits on child labor, fair pay,
and universal education for people of all ages and
social classes. But he struggled to convince
politicians and fellow factory owners to adopt his
worldview.
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Bishan Project
DATE: 2011.06.05-2015
LOCATION: Bishan, Yi County, Anhui Province, China
SIZE: about 1000
KEY PEOPLE: Ou Ning, Zuo Jing
CORE IDEOLOGY: Focusing on the material, representational, and
symbolic activities that contribute to place construction in Bishan
and Yi County, the project attempts to make the rural visible while
reconstructing Bishan to symbolize a utopian alternative to the
social and spatial realities of China’s countryside.

Bishan Project
In the past three years, they have encountered many

village from zero. The government aimed to utilize the

challenges. In 2012, the Festival Was cancelled due

popularity of the Bishan Project to attract investment,

to the press from the government and shortage of

but it kept a distance from the Bishan Project’s critical

funds. The changes of government office led to the

stance on urbanization. The original rural village that

isolated situation of the Bishan Project, while in 2014

attracted the Bishan Project is at risk of quickly

they encountered a public relations crisis that Zhou

becoming a tourist village eagering for quick success.

Yun, a sociology scholar from Harvard University,

In the progress of the project all decisions -land use,

published an article to question”Whose village, whose

events, production industry and infrustructure - should

community?” In 2015 Ou Ning left Bishan County,

be permitted by the local government. The project lost

which indicated the decline of the Bishan Project. The

the balance of the relationship with local government

Bishan Project had brought vitality and chances to

in the end, which contributed to the isolated situation.

this forgotten land, but still had some drawbacks.

(3)The decision makers of the Bishan Project mainly

(1) First of all, it is difficult to get the recognition of the

came from the government and artists, which

villagers. The villagers have no strong sense of

decreased the multiplicity of the village development.

participation in the Bishan Project, but ask for the

“Whose village, whose community?” is asking for the

tourism company to share the ticket revenue for the

lack of public participation in this project. In the

villagers. Most of the villagers don’t care about the

meanwhile selling the historical buildings to the

cultural values of their land, but are eager to catch up

tourism caused gentrification in this area, the

the modernization of China’s rural areas for better life

population of original villagers has been declining.

qualities. The founders of Bishan Project have been

(4) The fund resources had been the main problem of

kind of isolated from villagers’ life and lack of

Bishan Project - the incomes of tourism didn’e come

communication with them.

back to villagers, while the sponsors tended to ruin

(2) The government’s policy support-The dream of

the ideology of the project.

“Anarchism“ makes it difficult to develop a rural
50
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Regen Village
DATE: 2016-ongoing
LOCATION: Almere, Netherlands
SIZE: 4 acres, 75-100 residents
TEAM: ReGen Villages Holding, B.V. R-Gen,
IncorporatedDelaware C-Corp, ReGen Labs
CORE IDEOLOGY: RegenVillages are planned, prefabricated
villages designed for self sufficiency and able to be constructed in
any location, to achieve net positive energy, closed loop waste to
resource systems.

Regen Village
ReGen Village is a project under construction, located

The ReGen village relies on five pillars:

in the Netherlands, in Almere, a city situated at less

- Water and waste recycling

than 20 minutes from Amsterdam. It will be entirely

- Door-step high-yield organic food production

autonomous : it will produce the energy and food its

- Mixed renewable energy and storage

inhabitants will need. The village, which is actually

- Energy positive homes

more a district than a village, plans to be completely

- Empowerment of local communities.

self-sufficient : food production, energy, waste
recycling, every element will take place on site and

Problems & Reflection

will be 100 % ecological. Thanks to many innovative

- The sufficiency of the water supply. Although the

technologies, such as renewable energies,

Netherlands is a rainy country we wonder if rainwater

aquaponics, water management or waste-to-resource

will be enough to answer all the inhabitants’ needs.

systems, ReGen Village is a visionary and

- The social mix. Because of the expected expensive

sustainable real estate development.

prices, we are worried about a concentration of the
same social category of persons in the village (rich

The concept of this visionary real estate project is to

people).

develop a village where the resources will be used in

- Isolation. As the village is 100% autonomous, we

a closed loop. The outputs of one system will be the

wonder if it will not be excluded from the city.

inputs of another. ReGen stands indeed for

- Boredom. As the project is entirely designed to

“regenerative”. Already existing technologies will be

answer the primary needs (food, house) we wonder if

applied into an integrated community design,

it will offer enough leisure to its inhabitants.

providing clean energy, water and food.

- Closeness. We wonder if the proximity of the
houses and the fact that the village will be built in a
vacuum, will insure enough intimacy and comfort to
its inhabitants.
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Center for Applied Transect Studies

REGIONAL PLANNING PRACTICES

Left:
Echternach, Luxembourg, by Léon Krier
Right:
Annapolis, Maryland, by Charles Barrett

Features

Insights & Criticism

+ Human & nature habitats

+ More layers of various scale transects

+ Diversity & Justice

+ Focus on using landscape to connect different

+ Density, connectivity, and contiguity

communities

+ Permeability (spatial and transport planning)

+ Prevent potential negative impacts of sprawl
+ New social relationship with remote working

New Urbanism
The New Urbanism views disinvestment in central
cities, the spread of placeless sprawl, increasing
separation by race and income, environmental
deterioration, loss of agricultural lands and
wilderness, and the erosion of society’s built heritage
as one interrelated community-building challenge.
It claims for the restoration of existing urban centers
and towns within coherent metropolitan regions, the
reconfiguration of sprawling suburbs into communities
of real neighborhoods and diverse districts, the
conservation of natural environments, and the

and universally accessible public spaces and
community institutions; urban places should be
framed by architecture and landscape design that
celebrate local history, climate, ecology, and building
practice.
It recognizes that physical solutions by themselves
will not solve social and economic problems, but
neither can economic vitality, community stability, and
environmental health be sustained without a coherent
and supportive physical framework.

preservation of our built legacy.

It represents a broad-based citizenry, composed of

It focuses on the restructuring of public policy and

activists, and multidisciplinary professionals. We are

development practices to support the following
principles: neighborhoods should be diverse in use
and population; communities should be designed for
the pedestrian and transit as well as the car; cities

public and private sector leaders, community
committed to reestablishing the relationship between
the art of building and the making of community,
through citizen-based participatory planning and
design.

and towns should be shaped by physically defined
54
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Smart Growth Plan in New Jersey
mixed-use development
inclusion of affordable housing
restrictions or limitations on suburban design forms
inclusion of parks and recreation areas

The Smart Growth in NJ
Smart growth is an urban planning and transportation
theory that concentrates growth in compact walkable
urban centers to avoid sprawl. It also advocates
compact, transit-oriented, walkable, bicycle-friendly
land use, including neighborhood schools, complete
streets, and mixed-use development with a range of
housing choices. The term ‘smart growth’ is
particularly used in North America. In Europe and
particularly the UK, the terms ‘Compact City’ or ‘urban
intensification’ have often been used to describe
similar concepts, which have influenced government
planning policies in the UK, the Netherlands and
several other European countries.

New Jersey has implemented a plan that
divides the state into five planning areas,
some of which are designated for growth,
while others are protected. The state is
developing a series of incentives to coax
local governments into changing zoning laws
56

that will be compatible with the state plan.
The New Jersey Board of Public Utilities
recently proposed a revised rule that
presents a tiered approach to utility
financing. In areas not designated for
growth, utilities and their ratepayers are
forbidden to cover the costs of extending
utility lines to new developments—and
developers will be required to pay the full
cost of public utility infrastructure. In
designated growth areas that have local
smart plans endorsed by the State Planning
Commission, developers will be refunded
the cost of extending utility lines to new
developments at two times the rate of the
revenue received by developers in smart
growth areas that do not have approved
plans.
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Partnerships & Programs, strengthenND
Upper:
Building Resilient Farm Country-North Dakota
Lower:
Rural Rendezvous: Quarterly Gathering Of
Community Doers & Enthusiasts

North Dakota-strengthenND
Many small, rural communities in North Dakota are
challenged by declining investment and an outmigration of young households. To support economic
development and curb rural depopulation, Strengthen
ND has designed a project named Building Resilient
Farm Country. Building Resilient Farm Country is a
model to repopulate and expand economic
opportunity for rural North Dakota by building the
local food and micro-farm sectors. Building Resilient
Farm Country utilizes one of North Dakota’s most
ample resources, abandoned or idle farmsteads, by
making them available for aspiring small farm
producers with a support system.
By repopulating abandoned farmsteads and
mentoring new and aspiring farmers, economic
development will be spurred in rural North Dakota,
both locally and at the state level, as the farmers
purchase fuel, groceries, farm equipment, fertilizer,
seed and other necessary goods. Additionally, as a
result of repopulated farmsteads, a broader base of
58

individuals will be available to serve as a workforce,
become small business owners and entrepreneurs
and increase populations in rural school districts.
+Advisory Committee
+Inventory & Assessment of Farmsteads:The
assessment of each flooded and abandoned
farmstead will consist of evaluating their available
resources, including water and road access, proximity
to a community, type of growing conditions present
and other applicable items.
+Localized Assessments
+Developing an active farmer mentor program to
build local capacity
+Creating a micro-farm incubator to support new
producers through an internship
+Establishing a cooperative program to acquire
farmsteads and allow for charitable gifting
+Creating a long-term tax credit to serve as an
incentive for farmstead donation
59
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Chapter 3
Rural Transects
in New Jersey

Rural Transect Research
in New Jersey
New Jersey, the “Garden State” with over 60%
agriculture landuse, has been deeply impacted by
metropolitans around and sprawl in low density.
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Urban-Rural Migration in NJ
The Urban-Rural Migration trend in New Jersey has deeply been influenced by metropolitan areas (like
Manhattan and Philadelphia), and the changing process is from the historical centers (commercial, political,
cultural) and upon transportation or water systems.
Take Camden County, which is adjacent to urban areas of Philadelphia, for example. Historically, growth in
Camden County has generally pushed from the historic center of Camden City. The City of Camden was long
the historic hub of the County, with all major roads and rail leading to downtown Camden. These transportation
corridors supported a network of residential communities anchored by locally serving town centers. As the
automobile became the dominant mode of transportation in the twentieth century, the population and economic
prowess of Camden shifted from the City outward. This growth pattern was spurred by the availability of open
land, new highway and rail infrastructure, and by a steadily growing population.
62
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Impacts of Suburban Sprawl in NJ
Social Impacts

Ecological Impacts

Population

Poverty

Education
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Rural Transects in New jersey

Rural Conditions in New Jersey
New Jersey, the “Garden State ‘’ with over 60%

Rural towns and satellite sites vary in different cultural

agriculture landuse, has been deeply impacted by

and economic types. There are several leading

metropolitans around and sprawl in low density. Most

categories of new jersey rural towns: Agriculture

parts of New Jersey are suburban or rural areas.

towns like Hammonton, Historical and cultural towns

All these cities and towns are mainly connected by

like Collingswood, Industrial towns like Berlin, etc.

road and highway system. A lot of rural towns in New
Jersey still highly rely on cars, leading to low density

New Jersey’s diverse agriculture enables the state to

of residential and difficulties to commute by public

hold its own with the largest fruit, vegetable and

transportation regionally.

nursery-stock producing states in the nation.
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Collingswood

Hammonton

Transit & Transportation Issues

Linderwood

NJ Transit operates extensive rail and bus service

Transit hubs in rural areas are crucial areas where

throughout the state. Today, NJ Transit has eleven

the public transportation system meets the car-

commuter rail lines that run through different parts of

oriented communities. Nowadays most rural towns in

the state. Most of the lines end at either Penn Station

New Jersey still highly rely on cars, leading to low

in New York City or Hoboken Terminal in Hoboken.

density of residential and difficulties to commute by

One line provides service between Atlantic City and

public transportation regionally. Meanwhile, some

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

transit hubs in rural areas are prepared for new
developments with high density residential and
commercial landuse.
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Transportation Network

Commuting Areas

By Drive
30 min

By Drive + Public
Transportation

By Public Transportation

45 min

1 hour

1.5 hours
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Agriculture & Economy
The largest industries driving New Jersey’s economy
include pharmaceuticals and life sciences, financial
services, advanced manufacturing, information
technology, and transportation and logistics. Nineteen
Fortune 500 companies are based in New Jersey,
four of which are Fortune 100 companies.
Agriculture also holds strong in New Jersey. With
9,100 farms across 720,000 acres of land, the
Garden State grows everything from cranberries to
Christmas trees. In fact, in terms of fruits and
vegetables, it is leading the pack, ranking in the top
10 in the country for cranberries, bell peppers,
spinach, blueberries, peaches, cucumbers, squash,
tomatoes, apples, sweet corn and snap beans.
Beyond produce, the Garden State represents its
namesake with a $455 million horticulture industry,

million. Bedding and garden plants alone brought in
$109 million. New Jersey agriculture – the state’s
third-largest industry – continues to grow steadily,
ensuring the Garden State will continue to be an
agricultural powerhouse for years to come.
Ornamental and functional plantings make up New
Jersey’s largest agricultural sector, totaling more than
$455 million annually. While many television and
movie images of this Mid-Atlantic state are ones of
small size and dense population, an impressive
733,450 acres of farmland yield quality products that
rival those of its larger neighbors and nationwide
competitors. Most notably, New Jersey has
successfully preserved more than 200,000 acres of
farmland, forever protecting that land from
development.1

consisting of nursery and greenhouse products, sod
and Christmas trees. In 2012, the value of sales for
floriculture crops such as bedding and garden plants,
cut flowers and foliage plants totaled just over $176
72

1 Farm Flavor (2020, August 21). New Jersey Agriculture Overview.
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Demographic & Built Environment
New Jersey overall is a densely-populated state with
many rural, non-urbanized areas. A population of
over 8 million residents of which nine percent of the
state’s population live in rural areas. The rural
communities in low density areas also lack racial
diversity, which indicates the living inequality by over
sprawl. The built environment and cultural
background also varies by the population density
patterns, forming a transect from urban condition,
suburban space to agricultural environment.
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Rural Town Typologies
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Suburban Town - Collingswood
Collingswood is a borough in Camden County, New
Jersey, United States, located 5 miles (8.0 km) east
of Center City, Philadelphia. Owing in part to its
Quaker history, Collingswood was founded as a dry
town where alcohol cannot be sold, however
restaurant patrons are permitted to bring their own
wine and beer to consume. Collingswood is well
known for its selection of shops and restaurants
primarily along Haddon Avenue.
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Exurban Towns - Hammonton
Hammonton is a town in Atlantic County, New Jersey,
United States, known as the “Blueberry Capital of the
World”. It is located directly between Philadelphia and
the resort town of Atlantic City, along a former route
of the Pennsylvania Railroad that is used by NJ
Transit’s Atlantic City Line. The town is included
within the New Jersey Pinelands National Reserve, a
protected natural area of unique ecology covering
1,100,000 acres.
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Rural Town - Atco
Atco is an unincorporated community in Waterford
Township in Camden County, New Jersey, United
States. It is part of the Philadelphia-Camden
metropolitan area. Camden and Atlantic Railroad was
founded in 1854; it crossed the Pinelands from
Camden to Atlantic City. The Raritan and Delaware
Bay Railroad was established soon after, linking Atco
to communities such as Toms River, Waretown,
Atsion and Vineland.
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Chapter 4
Guidelines for
Rural Heterotopia
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Deisgn Scales
REGIONAL SCALE:
Urban areas - Rural towns
At the regional scale, the project concerns the
framework to develop rural areas step by step, and
how the network of urban-rural dynamics supports
resource exchange and technology communication.
The regional scale planning also aims to prevent

TOWN SCALE:
Rural towns - Hinterlands

Regional Suitability Analysis

and farmlands in the long term.

Frameworks & Principles

negative impacts of sprawl and preserve the forests

Regional Scale-Town Scale-District Scale:
Based on regional suitability analysis, better
understand the economic, cultural and ecological
background. This step is also to identify the potential
rural towns and to figure out main principles for the
whole area.
Under the guideline of main principles, assess the
existing conditions of rural towns, in order to identify
potential districts and opportunity areas. According to

The town scale strategy aims to introduce the town

activating comercial & social activities, etc. The town
scale planning is also the belt to link the regional
framework with community design, looking for the
balance of master planning and community
engagement.

DISTRICT SCALE:
Main district - Communities
At the district scale, small-scale rural landscape
designs try to add up community vitality and activate
the economic and social network by various
programs. District scale rural design also responds to
local needs, aiming to utilize the minimum changes to
achieve greater benefits.
86

Town Scale Asset Analysis

communities, concentrating residential patterns

assets of towns, develop a series of rural catalyst
Community guidelines

system into the regional framework by connecting

options.

District Scale-Town Scale-Regional Scale:
Build up different Rural Catalysts by land use patterns
and programs, and engage with residents to figure
out the main catalyst to develop, in order to drive the
development of other catalyst areas in the town.
Based on categories of the main catalysts, connect
different towns by resource network and virtual
partnership, promoting regional economic programs
and cultural events.
87
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Overall Principles

Regional Scale

District Scale

Town Scale

Upon existing regional transportation corridors

Build up the the walking landscape network to

Promoting the walking condition - emphasize the

develop transit-oriented rural towns as the first

connect new developing areas and the existing

priority of pedestrian and walkable landscape,

terminal of commute and temporal migration

main street and community

provide various programs along the landscape
corridor

Identify existing urban-rural transects by
transportation, housing, economy and social
life, and build up a mutual-beneficial system
for regional areas with better connection,
residential, public space and social network to
support the future migration trends. sp.
promote public transportation networks
among towns to connect further rural
communities.
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Regional Scale

Town Scale

District Scale

Upon existing regional transportation corridors

Emphasize the corridor effects of main streets,

Add up mix-use patterns to introduce programs

develop transit-oriented rural towns as the first

transit hubs and other social or economic

and events along the network, attracting

terminal of commute and temporal migration

centers.

population and connecting the different
communities.

With the new condition that people will no
longer be located and socially connected by
working relationships, build up new types of
public spaces and rural communities to
reshape the relationships between new and
original residents, contributing to technology
exchange, cultural communication and
economic reciprocity
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Regional Scale

Town Scale

District Scale

Concentrate the population to the main corridor

Preserve the existing green belt among towns ,

Transferring vacant lands in communities into

to control the sprawl. Set up forest reserves and

set up town scale forest recover and farmland

farmland and forests (pine preservation) by long

farmland conservation areas.

preservation areas.

term programs such as volunteer planting,
agriculture outdoor classroom, etc.

Prevent negative impacts of over sprawl by
controlling the landuse patterns in master
planning and concentrate population; fix the
historical problems by transforming vacant
lands into forests and farmlands with
educational and experiential agriculture
programs in the long term.
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ATCO - Typical model for NJ rural towns
Atco is an unincorporated community in Waterford
Township in Camden County, New Jersey, United
States. It is part of the Philadelphia-Camden
metropolitan area. Camden and Atlantic Railroad was
founded in 1854; it crossed the Pinelands from
Camden to Atlantic City. The Raritan and Delaware
Bay Railroad was established soon after, linking Atco
to communities such as Toms River, Waretown,
Atsion and Vineland.
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Built Environment Analysis
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Connection Analysis
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Community Analysis

Row House

100

Single Family House

Town House
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Connection Guidelines

Promoting the walking condition
Emphasize the priority of pedestrian and walkable
landscape provide various programs along the
landscape corridor as bike path, street dining space,
corner park, etc, to attract people and support social
and cultural activities.

Concentrate by landscape network
Utilize the the walking landscape network to connect
new developing areas and the existing main street
and community

Activate the Transit Hub
Construct multifunctional spaces at regional transit
hub (where highway, railway and other infrastructure
meet) to meet the potential needs for future migration
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Concentration Guideline

Preservation Guideline

+ Apply Commercial/ Residential buildings to vacant

+ Prevent the negative impacts of sprawl by utilizing

areas in main district.

the landscape corridor and rural center to concentrate

+ Open the existing semi-closed row house/

population

townhouse community; introduce outer circulation

+ Fix the historical problems by transforming vacant

and public spaces into the community;

lands into forests and farmlands with educational and

+ Establish a rural community complex for new

experiential agriculture programs in the long term.

residential, commercial and social activities - The

+ Preserve the green belt between towns

Commune.

+ Consider how to fix back to suburban and urban
areas
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Overall Guideline Network for ATCO
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Chapter 5
Rural Catalyst
-Community Oriented Strategy
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COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
SPACE
PROTOTYPE

CATALYTIC
FACTOR
DISTRICT
SCALE

RURAL
CATALYST

OPPORTUNITY
DISTRICTS

REGIONAL
SCALE

TOWN
SCALE

PROGRAMS

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
SPACE
PROTOTYPE

Networks of resource exhchange
and remote partnerships for
technology communication

DISTRICT
SCALE

RURAL
CATALYST

OPPORTUNITY
DISTRICTS

Bottom Up Strategy-Rural Catalyst

CATALYTIC
FACTOR
TOWN
SCALE

PROGRAMS

Previous chapters have discussed that the 6th

Therefore, the project introduces the “bottom up”

migration will introduce more opportunities for

strategy with “Rural Catalyst” - starting with small

resource sharing, culture integration, community

efforts of rural community development to stimulate

participatory and democracy. It will also bring the risk

greater effects on a regional scale. “Catalyst” is the

of over sprawl and gentrification with unexpectable

district design served for a certain or mixed land use,

development, leading to social and ecological

providing various programs and promoting the town

problems. By main principles through 3 scales, the

development. The project applies engagement

project aims to guide rural development step by step

strategies in rural catalyst design, not only helping

and to prevent negative impacts. However, from

communities understand a broader background of

regional scale to town scale, the “top down” strategies

regional development through games, but also

could not respond to the cultural background and

conveying the local needs to guide the planning

satisfy local needs well. Meanwhile, the master

decision.The engagement of rural catalyst game

planning framework lost the resilience towards the

brings stakeholders and other participants in the

new development. There should be a response

planning conversation, and in the long term

mechanism throughout the iterative process of

encourages the resource and technology exchanges,

regional development, to balance the control of

solving the urban/suburban problems caused by

principles and the initiatives of local communities, and

previous migrations.

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

OPPORTUNITY
DISTRICTS

Utilze the main catalyst and
leading program network to

RURAL
CATALYST

DISTRICT
SCALE

connect different communities.

to conduct strategies in different scales.
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Rural Catalyst Concept Diagram

SPACE
PROTOTYPE

CATALYTIC
FACTOR

REGIONAL
CATALYTIC
FACTOR
SCALE
“Catalytic Factor” is small-scale landscape design in
potential areas. They are classified by catalyst
category, land use and site areas. Combining
common strategies for connection, concentration and

PROGRAMS

preservation with local cultural and social background,
Factors aim to provide multiple program choices and
activate open spaces.

TOWN
SCALE

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

OPPORTUNITY
DISTRICTS

RURAL
CATALYST

RURAL CATALYST
DISTRICT
SCALE

“Catalyst” is the district design served for a certain or
mixed land use, providing various programs and
promoting the town development. Main catalyst will
guide the town development like an engine, starting
with small steps to push forward larger scale
development.
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Steps for Establishing Rural Catalyst

Step 1
Identify existing assest of the community

STEP 3
Engage with residents to figure out
suitable rural catalysts

+ Analyze opportunities and problems within a
community. Overlap the analysis of transportation

+ Introduce the “Rural Catalyst Card Game” to the

connection, land use pattern, population density... to

communities and other stakeholders. The game will

identify the existing assets of the towns. Classify the

result in the main catalyst and factor voting upon the

different assets into multiple types of potential

sandbox mapping. The engagement will be held upon

catalyst according to the main landuse. Utilize maps

multiple media - pop up events, online games, vr

and images to communicate the result, working with

installation and so on.

the community to figure out their own principles and
frameworks.

Step 2
Develop a series of catalysts that build
on these assets

Step 4
Phase Plan based on community input
+ Upon the leading catalyst and main factors,

In potential catalyst areas, introduce main programs

construct a networks linking by programs and spaces.

with small-scale landscape design as “Catalyst

The leading catalyst area will be the engine to guide

Factors” according to catalyst category, land use and

the developing system of main factors together with

site areas. Combine common strategies for

other types.

connection, concentration and preservation with local
cultural and social background, provide multiple
program choices of catalysts and factors.
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STEP 1 Identify the existing asset of a community
Analyze opportunities and problems within a community. Overlap the analysis of transportation connection, land

AGRICULTURE

ECONOMY & INSTITUITION

use pattern, population density... to identify the existing assets of the towns. Classify the different assets into
multiple types of potential catalyst according to the main landuse. Utilize maps and images to communicate the
result, working with the community to figure out their own principles and frameworks.

CATALYST SUITABILITY MAP
CONNECTION ANALYSIS

COMMUNITY ANALYSIS

CONCENTRATION ANALYSIS
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STEP 2CATALYSTS
Develop a series of catalysts that build on these assets
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In potential catalyst areas, introduce main programs with small-scale landscape design as “Catalytic Factors”
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TYPE: Street
Street Fair
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TYPE:

Opprtunity Space: Block Parking Lot
Program
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Opprtunity Space: Block Parking
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Program
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Temporal
Opprtunity Space: Block Parking Lot
Program type: Commerical/ Temporal
Program type: Commerical/ Temporal
Space: Block Parking Lot
TYPE: StreetOpprtunity
Fair
TYPE: Street Fair
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Catalyst, Catalystic Factor & Program Network
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MAIN STREET CATALYST
S al
on

The main street area serves as a commercial and social center for the ACTO township. Stores and institutions
array along the street forming a linear space. The main commercial categories here include markets, restaurant
& cafes, Auto services, craft & gift shops, salons, etc. The opportunity spaces in the Main Street Catalyst will be
parking lots, vacant lands among buildings and broader pedestrians along shops. The potential programs in this
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Parking Lot

Pocket Land

Streetscape

+ Large Scale

+ Small Scale

+ Small Scale

+ Among big marketplaces,

+ Among Communities

+ Liner spaces along shops

institutions or open spaces.

as vacant lands or alleys

and institutions

+ Potential to support

+Able to support outdoor

+ Potential to support

group events

dining or seatings

outdoor dining or street fair
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MAIN STREET CATALYTIC FACTORS

Institution Circle

Area Number

2

+ Commercial+Social Factors

Culture Center
+ Commercial+Social+Agriculture

+ Providing outdoor & Indoor

Factors

accessibility

+ Large spaces in the community

+ Potential programs: dance studio,

+ Potential programs: experiential

handcraft gallery...

nursery, community theater…
Area Number

4

Energetic Alley

Area Number

2

+ Commercial+Social+Connecting
Factors
+ Liner spaces among houses
and shops
+ Potential programs: street gallery,

Market Plaza

seating zone...

+ Commercial+Social Factors
+ Large spaces in font of the
marketplace or institutions
+ Potential programs: weekend market,

Living Street
+ Commercial+Social+Connecting

Area Number

2

festival…
Area Number

4

Factors
+ Liner spaces along the main street
+ Potential programs: outdoor dining,
street fair...
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AGRICULTURE CATALYST
There are farm markets, garden centers, butcher shops and other commercials in this area. The main products
of the fields include corn, apples, watermelons, greens and other fruits or vegetables. Highways divide farm
lands from the main residential areas, and the communities in agriculture catalyst are at low density. The
commercial and social spaces here are not able to fulfill the community needs, and there should be more
mix-use space to gather the population. The potential programs for this area include organic dining, experiential
fields, agricultural education center and other activities to introduce commercial and social function and attract
population. There should be some convenience facilities for local residents and virtual partnerships to support

FIELD

local farms.
Land use categories: agricultural, residential

SHOP

T

URAN
RESTA

CORN

FARM
MARKET

Opportunity Spaces

Intersection

Farmland & Cottage

Vacant Lot

+ Small Scale

+ Large Scale

+ Large Scale

+ At the main roads

+ single cottage with large areas

+ Parking lots or vacant lands in

interchange with shops and

of farmland

front of markets or other institutions

houses

+ Potential to support mix-use

+ Potential to support mix-use

+ Potential to support

agricultural activities

agricultural activities

commercial or convenience
facilities
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AGRICULTURE CATALYTIC FACTORS
Communication Hub

Area Number

2

+ Agricultural+Educational Factors

+ Agricultural+Educational Factors

+ Providing opportunities for visitors

+ Near cottages and farmlands;

and farmers to communicate about

potential space for product transport

agriculture

and agriculture tourism

+ Potential programs: agriculture

+ Potential programs: fruit picking tour,

classroom, Virtual tech support...

Farmland Shops

Experiential Fields

product transport terminal…

Area Number

4

Area Number

2

+ Agricultural+Commercial Factors
+ Connecting small commercial spaces
with local farm product network
+ Potential programs: organic
restaurant, agricultural handcraft

Farm Market

store...

+ Agricultural+Commercial Factors
+ Large vacant spaces in font of the
farm market or institutions
+ Potential programs: weekend market,

Convenience Cross
+ Agricultural+Commercial+Connecting

Area Number

2

outdoor eating…
Area Number

4

Factors
+ Corner spaces at the main roads
intersection, surrounded by commercial
and residential buildings
+ Potential programs: convenience
shop, virtual shop pick-up...
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The main transit center for Atco is at the Atco train station, where the railway system, highway system and bus
system meet. However the walking condition and public transportation network there are not good - the
HIGHWAY

residents rely on cars to commute. The transit hub is not within walking distance from the main residential area,
and lacks commercial and social spaces. Construction companies and industrial factories are located along the
rail corridor, and the new developing zone for commercial and residential is on the vacant land near the station.
The main landuse here is parking lots and green belts, which will provide open spaces for gathering events.

AT
CO

ST
AT
IO

N

ILW
AY

POOL
STORE

HEALTH
ORGAN
IZATION

HOTEL

Land use categories: transportation infrastructure

RA

Opportunity Spaces

Under Bridges

Vacant Lands

Train Station

+ Small Scale

+ Large Scale

+Large Scale

+ Grey space under the

+ Preparing for the new

+Parking lots for transferring;

railway corridor; close to

development with residential

the crucial node for regional

the highway intersection

and commercial spaces

connection

+ Potential to connect

+Potential to support outdoor

+Potential to support outdoor

communities divided by

dining or seatings

events and gathering activities

highways
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TRANSIT CATALYTIC FACTORS

Intersection Delta

Area Number

2

+ Connecting+Social Factors

Transit Complex
+ Connecting+Social+Commercial

+ Corner spaces at the main roads

Factors

intersection, poor walking condition

+ New developing buildings in transit

+ Potential programs: seatings, picking

hubs

up station...

+ Potential programs: outdoor dining,
bus station...

Terrain Garden

Area Number

4

Area Number

2

+ Connecting+Social Factors
+ Bridge and green spaces; the
connecting nodes for the station and
ground pedestrians
+ Potential programs: seating, bike

Station Plaza

station...

+ Connecting+Social+Commercial
Factors
+ Vacant lands and parking lots in front
of the station with frequently commuting

Bridge Zone
+ Connecting+Social Factors

Area Number

2

+ Potential programs: Station Market,
Tranfering Terminal...

Area Number

4

+ Under bridge spaces with poor
walking condition
+ Potential programs: seatings, bike
path...
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COMMUNITY CATALYST

SPORTS
CENTER

RY
ENTA
ELEM OOL
SCH

At this catalyst area, single-family communities and town-house communities come together with social centers
such as the sports center, the main cathedral , schools and other institutions. The community pattern of townhouses is enclosed, hard for residents to walk around or communicate. There are lots of vacant lands in the

BALL
BASE D
E
I
F L

community, which will be potential areas for future development with social, commercial or agricultural
programs, such as flea markets, outdoor gyms, etc. The walking condition in these communities needs to
improve, while the buffer to transform from public spaces to private zones is also important.

R
CHU

Land use categories: residential, commercial, institution

OL

CHO

CH S

RESTAURANTSTUDIO
PHOTO

Opportunity Spaces

Community parking
space

Small Alley

Corner space

+ Small Scale

+ Small Scale

+ Large Scale

+ Between residential or

+ At the interchange of

+ circle space formed by a group of

institutions as alleys

residential and social

town-houses

+Potential to support

spaces

+ Potential to support gathering

outdoor social activities

+ Potential to support

activities or temporal events

134

seating or gathering
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COMMUNITY CATALYTIC FACTORS

Cultural Alley

Area Number

2

+ Residential+Social Factors

Sport Center
+ Residential+Social Factors

+ Providing outdoor & rooftop space for

+ Large spaces formed by a group of

cultural communication

town-houses

+ Potential programs: outdoor gallery,

+ Potential programs: Basketball fields,

community gallery...

playground…
Area Number

4

Amphitheater

Area Number

2

+ Residential+Social+Connecting
Factors
+ Corner spaces at the intersection of
community and social areas
+ Potential programs: gathering space,

Community Plaza

mini theater...

+ Residential+Commercial+Social
Factors
+ Large spaces formed by a group of
town-houses

Corner Park
+ Residential+Commercial+Connecting

Area Number

2

+ Potential programs: flea markets,
outdoor cinema…

Area Number

4

Factors
+ vacant lands beside institutions in the
community
+ Potential programs: outdoor gym,
education field...
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PROGRAM STICKERS

STEP 3 Engage with residents for suitable rural catalysts
CARD NUMBER

Introduce the “Rural Catalyst Card Game” to the communities and other stakeholders. The game will result in
the main catalyst and factor voting upon the sandbox mapping. The engagement will be held upon multiple
O
Com ppe:rtu
y Spac n

tunit
ity
mu
S a
tscape nity Pa ponline
media - pop upOpprStree
events,
games, vr installation and so on.
c
rkin e:
g

CARD NUMBER

Lot

The game will continue the conversation about community-oriented framework and upon their own principles
participants will set up their own rules to select or develop catalysts and factors.

The catalyst card:
CATALYST CARDS

Each card represents a certain catalytic factor, while

Op
prt
Com ace
mu : unity S
Opprtunity Sp
nity
p
pe
sca
Street
Par ace:
kin
g Lo

the color of the card indicates the related catalyst
t

AREA NUMBER

category. Participants could write down their own
type of factors according to the principles. The card is
also assigned with a Card Number according to the
factor scale. The sum of Card Numbers in one
opportunity area should be equal to or less than the
Area Number in each combination. Meanwhile,
certain catalyst cards should be put on the related

CATALYST CARDS

catalyst areas.

CATALYST & OPPORTUNITY AREAS

AREA NUMBER

GAME BOARD OF THE TOWN

The game board:

Street Fair

The program sticker:

A sandbox mapping of the whole town will be

Each card will come with related program stickers on

displayed throughout the game, while locations of

it, indicating the vitality and diversity of the catalyst

different catalysts will be presented. At each of the

and factor. Participants could add program stickers

catalyst districts, opportunity areas will be removable

on their cards based on the catalyst category.

- for participants to choose. Each opportunity area will
be assigned the Area Number according to its scale.

PROGRAM STICKERS
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STEP 1

STEP 4

Participants will be introduced to the background

Participants should put their cards in the related

of the town and regional planning by maps and

catalyst and opportunity areas. The sum of Card

images. They will be encouraged to write down or

Numbers in one opportunity area should be equal

draw their own principles and frameworks for the

to or less than the Area Number in each

town development. Then they will be told about

combination. The game board will be the mapping

the game rules and start to potential catalyst select

of community choices and the colors will display

opportunity areas.

the most popular program type.

STEP 2

STEP 5

Participants will choose related catalyst cards and

After participants put their cards and stickers on

stickers, sticking on the selected area. They will

opportunity areas, the game organizers will

need to put program stickers on the related card

calculate the number of cards and stickers

and the programs stamps will be caculated

separately in each catalyst. As a result, the one

separately in the end.

who wins the most cards will be the main catalyst
to guide the town development, and the most
popular type of programs will be the leading forces
combining with other programs and landuse
strategies to form the network.

STEP 3

STEP 6

If proposed catalysts and factors are not satisfied,

The cards and stickers related to the first round

participants could write down their own type of

results will remain on the board, visualizing the

factors according to the principles. Then they need

main catalyst linked to other areas. Based on

to put single program stickers on their cards to

principles and catalyst framework, residents and

indicate the foctor functions.

stakeholders will add up or remove cards or
stickers with their own needs.
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Step 4 Phase Plan based on community input

+Upon the leading catalyst and main factors,

+As for regional connection, the catalyst will

construct a networks linking by programs and spaces.

encourage programs for collaborations and

The leading catalyst area will be the engine to guide

partnerships in distance to share the resources and

the developing system of main factors together with

exchange technologies, and in the long term solving

other types.

the problems by previous migration.
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Catalyst Mechanism & Regional Development Framework
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Final Statement

During the pandemic of 2020/2021 ,as people moved

resources in rural New Jersey, the project tries to

out of cities with new options to work remotely, we

identify the potential rural towns and to figure out

have witnessed a new trend of urban-rural migration.

main principles - “connection”, “concentration” and

This study looks in detail at rural /suburban

“preservation”. Under the guideline of main principles,

communities in southern New Jersey. Through

the project also focuses on community choices to

historical migration trends and urban-rural practices,

guide and coordinate the regional network, and in the

the project concludes with previous and upcoming

long term encourages the resource and technology

impacts of migrations and looks into the potential

exchanges to solve the urban/suburban problems

strategies. It asks how a planning framework and

caused by previous migrations. Based on four

community engagement strategy can come together

different Rural Catalysts by different land use

to coordinate urban-rural development at different

patterns and programs, the project applies

scales.

communication methods to bring residents in the

Taking New Jersey as a test ground, this project aims

conversation of town development. The process of

to build up two sets of development strategies - “top

engagement not only helps communities understand

down” as regional planning principles and “bottom

a broader background of regional development

up” rural community design. Referring to the New

through games, but also conveys the local needs

urbanism and rural transects, the project is conducted

through the planning framework.

in three scales- the district scale, the town scale and
the regional scale. Starting with analysis of the built
environment, social relationships and nature
146
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Reflection

Through my thesis project, I am always questioning

mechanism with different scale strategies and the

and ecology functions, but also bring different

Another important fact is that people who come from

myself about the boundary of plans from designers

long term framework to deal with new development.

stakeholders at the same table to process the design

different working backgrounds will bring different

and ideas from the community in the process of

From planning policy to street design, landscape

together. It works as a process for the public to know

cultures and new types of spatial needs. How can

regional development. I am always testing how much

architecture will establish a network for resource

about the broader background of the regional system,

designers respond to multiple needs and connect

work should be done and to what degree is good for

exchange and relationship transformation step by

to express their own needs and preferences, and to

people together as a harmonious community? I chose

communication and intervention. Through my thesis

step. In this way living equality will be an accessible

exercise their rights in the decision making.

a “bottom up” strategy- using community design to

research I also tried to understand how landscape

future with resiliency and sustainability.

impact regional development. The engagement

design can encourage grassroots democracy in rural

Landscape is a language to communicate throughout

process itself is the critical way to bring people

planning and achieve living equality through the 6th

different cultural and social backgrounds. With

The Lessons I Learned

together.

migration. I see landscape architecture as a resilient

information technology development, there’s been an

The topic and methodology of my thesis project

Given my rural catalyst strategy the next step is to

and inclusive framework to keep the dynamic balance

increasing need for cultural expression and

changed a lot through the course of my thesis

further develop the township connection and regional

of planning control and public participatory, the

communication. Social programs and design

investigation, but I have always been asking myself

network by partnership and collaboration. Who will be

harmony of development and preservation.

engagement in landscape architecture will play an

one critical question: How can we build up a new type

involved in different programs? How does a

Landscape is the flexible strategy for planners and

important part in the planning process. By providing

of rural community that works socially and

community build up the physical and relational

policy makers to understand the broader background

public spaces to stimulate programs and

ecologically for the future, where people are no

networks needed to support programs? How long will

of social development while also taking public voices

partnerships, it provides a stage for people from

longer limited by working conditions and could

each phase take to be finished?

into consideration. In the process of regional

different backgrounds to share and communicate

choose where to live? I have been aware of the

planning, decision makers are constantly facing the

equally, and in the long term to encourage economic,

previous negative impacts of urban-rural migration,

unexpectable conditions or problems beyond life-

educational and other opportunities for community.

and am looking for ways to connect and concentrate

span scale. Landscape architecture is the iterative

Landscape architecture will not only support social

resources while preventing urban sprawl.
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Stephen Shore-Uncommon Places
Left:
South of Klamath Falls, U.S. 97, Oregon, July 21, 1973
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